The hand spray gun is one of our offered tools to apply grease efficiently. Designed to take the 400 g high density grease cartridge and powered by compressed air, this is the simplest option available. To comprehensively lubricate both the internal and external sliding surfaces of the boom, we recommend our Boom Lubrication Kit.

**BOOM LUBRICATION KIT**

- **Part Number:** 04158888
- **Usage:** Grease application

Consisting of:

- Spray Lance 04159862
- Boom lubrication pump 03325445
- 25 kg High density boom grease 02314698

Spray lance has long reach to provide easy access to lubricate inside of boom through the pinning holes. Pneumatic pump, mounted on wheeled trolley, should be connected to an external air supply.

Spray gun ensures homogenous mixture of grease with air.